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Daniel W Merrick PhD is a graduate of the Hebrew Institute of Yahudim Biblical studies with a Doctoral
degree in Biblical linguistics and Iconology, (The study of symbolic language formation
as pictograph Hebrew and it's influence on doctrinal concepts and ideology in religions). Dr Merrick is an
author and apologist for the Messianic Jewish Faith from a Hebrew Roots perspective debating
noted Christian apologists as Bob Anderson and John Achenburg in contrast to translation bias in modern
Christian and Jewish doctrines. Dr Merrick began his ministry in 1992 after retirement from the US ARMY
as a Cavalry Officer. He holds degrees in Biblical Ministry and Missions, Psychology, and a Masters in
Education. Dr Merrick has a weekly broadcast entitled "FAITH RADIO" syndicated on Hebrew Nation
Radio, KPJC 1220 AM in Salem Oregon and WRBG FM in Millsboro Delaware. Dr Merrick is a Messianic
Jew and sits as the president of the MerrickFoundation.Org a Levitical family history and lineage research
foundation. Dr Merrick has appeared on several Christian TV channels and has had numerous interviews
lending his expertise in Hebrew, Greek, Biblical Archaeology, and Linguistics. Rev. Dr Merrick also holds
and Ordination with the MACG, and the UCCMA since 1990. Dr. Merrick is the pastor of the Congregation
Yahshua Messiah Gathering in Pennsylvania and has an online fellowship of like minded believers
at YahsSpace.org His main ministry web site is at ThinkYah.Org Dr Merrick was born in 1958 in Cleveland
Ohio, the grandson of Walter Truman Merrick a Pastor and Missionary in the Non-denominational Church
of Christ. Dr Merrick attended Collinwood High School, The Ohio School of Broadcast Technique, Western
Union TLX TWX communications school, Cleveland State University, Chicago Bible College, Kentucky
University, Fort Dix BCT, APG Fuel & Electrical Systems Repair where he graduated at the top of the class
with a letter of Commendation from BG Stalings, University of Louisville, Fort Knox Armor Center and
School in Armored Cavalry Officers Basic and Advance courses, and NCODP level 3 graduate of the
Advance NCO Academy. Dr Merrick entered service in the United States Army in 1979 and after a Tour of
duty in Germany with the 155th HEM he entered ROTC at John Carroll University in advanced Military
Science and was commissioned a 2LT in 1982. Dr Merrick retired from service in April 1992 after the first
gulf war with a service connected disability. In 1993 Dr Merrick began pastoring a small Messianic

Fellowship in Greensburg Pennsylvania. That same year he finished production of his musical works with
an album entitled "Aliyah" and his featured song "Like Stephen" hit #33 in the CCM countdown with Bob
Sour on syndicated national radio. From 1995 to 1998 Dr Merrick worked as a Radio Announcer and
producer of "FAITH IN ACTION RADIO" with Evangelist Ken Gaub. Dr Merrick completed studies in his
Doctoral degree in 1999 and became the host of "Instructions To Money" a syndicated radio show on
investment strategy. In 2000 Dr Merrick began "FAITH RADIO" with weekly broadcasts on international
syndication world wide. Dr Merrick is the father of seven children and grandfather of five. He met his wife
Olga while on a short term mission trip with the Bible league in 1993 in Ukraine, Russia, and Israel. Dr
Merrick has served as President and CFO or RDJ Catalog, Inc. and worked in ministry and publishing since
1993. Dan is the present sitting President of the Merrick Foundation Org family history and genealogical
society. See also: Dr. Merrick's Bio [1] ME in Vocational Educaton - University of Louisville; Bachlor(s) Psychology Cleveland State University - Biblical Missions and Ministry - Chicago Bible College - London
Ohio Extension at Aspinwall Church of God, Cleveland Ohio.

Beliefs and Biblical Contrasts of Doctrines
Baptism by Immersion, Faith by Calling on the Name of Salvation Acts 4:12, Seventh Day Sabbath
Worship, Biblical Holy Days, Baptism in the Holy Spirit, One Faith Eph 4, Messianic Hebrew Perspective Vs
Catholic Roman bias. The Bible in original form as doctrine and creed alone. Death Burial and Resurrection
of Yahshua Messiah (Jesus, KLJV) The return of Messiah to rule for 1000 years and then the Judgment by
the "Books" Revelation 21 "Book of Life" and Malichi 3:16 Book of Remembrance.

Messianic Apologetics
Based on the works of noted authors and historians such as Rev. Alexander Hislop "Two Babylons" and
"The Creed Of Constantine" by Henry M. Tichenor, Messianic Jewish Apologetic works arose from the 1937
works of A. B. Trina and the Sacred Name Movement. Additional works of the rise in the 1960's of Martin
Chernoff which resulted in the formation of the MJAA gave rise to noted works by Jim Staley, "Truth Vs
Tradition" and the first published combined works of non-denominational Messianic Jewish groups who
contend that the biblical perspective is in direct opposition to modern Christianity in practice of holidays,
Icons, Idols, and doctrine. Rooted in a Hebraic perspective of scriptures as a fundamentalist literal
interpretation, the Protestant works of Martin Luther and Tyndale resulting in mid evil era idol burning
during the late 16th Century in Europe when Greek and English texts of scripture were provided to the
common people for reading gives insight into the puritan views of this modern field of debate and defense
of this faith. See "The Forbidden Book" [2]

Factual Constructs vs. Denominational Bias
Many in the Messianic Jewish Faith have formed the opinion that the present biblical translations show a
bias toward the denominational publisher rejecting the constructs of factual Hebrew roots of the first
followers of Christ being Jewish. An example of this is found in Encyclopedia Biblica Page 435 [3]where the
date of the Death of Yashua (Yeshua, Jesus) is developed around the Catholic construct of the "Good
Friday" death of Jesus. Such bias shows that the scholars had no factual understanding of the original
Christian or Messianic Faith or proper perspective of historical facts around the Holy Day celebrations of
Passover and Feast of Unleavened Bread found in the Bible in Leviticus Chapter 23. Therefore assumption
is given to the Christian perspective of a weekly Sabbath or Resting day on the Roman Saturday, and
make no mention of the Jewish additional Sabbath of the first day of Unleavened bread on Thursday of the
week of the death of Jesus. The Encyclopedia Biblica presumes that the King James Version or Catholic
Translations of the text allow no other historical account for the keeping of the Jewish Passover and the
inaccurate counting of the texts stated "Three days and Three Nights" as being only a day and a half from
Friday evening to Sunday morning as Christians celebrate their Holy Week ending in Easter each year. The
historical account of the Jerusalem Talmud dated 31CE includes the list of charges, minutes and meetings
of the Sanhedrin and council of the High Priests of the Jewish Temple at the time in Jerusalem. In that
record is found the statement listing the charges against Yahshua (Jesus) and the account of his death on
the roman Wednesday on Passover that year. the High Priests of the Temple in Jerusalem at the time show
from the work of restored versions of the Jerusalem Talmud the clear usage of the word "Nace" stating
"Yahshua (Jesus) was hung on a pole [ ]נסon the eve of Passover" Jerusalem Talmud [[1]] 31 CE. Dr Peter

Williams and Dr David Instone Brewer in conjunction with Tyndale House [4]had through computer image
enhancement restored the Talmudic account previously blotted out by order of the Catholic Church in order
to grant license for copyright publication (1550 AD) of the stolen text during the captivity of the Jewish
people in 70AD where these records were taken to Rome by Emperor Titus. The license was granted to
Jewish publications of the Jerusalem Talmud account of the council of the High Priests after the removal of
the text proving that the cross was not how Jesus was executed. The exact Hebrew events in chronological
order that week were in fact Tuesday night at sundown started the Jewish day and feast of Passover which
is when Jesus ate the Passover meal with his Talmudime or Disciples. At about midnight he was arrested in
the garden and brought before the High Priests in the temple. After being presented to Herod and finally
Pilot he was hung on a stake or pole with nails through his wrists and heels and died about the ninth hour
or about 6 PM and was laid in a tomb before the sundown being that the next day, a Thursday, was a
SABBATH of the first day of Unleavened Bread which is also called a Sabbath in Leviticus Chapter 23
regardless on which day it occurs. Given the account in the Gospels, Jesus laid in the tomb from
Wednesday night to Thursday night when the end of the Sabbath of Unleavened Bread ended, and the
next morning account is given in the gospels that spices were purchased and prepared to anoint the body
of Jesus after the weekly Seventh Day Sabbath since there had not been enough time to do so when he
died. The additions of Feast Sabbaths are ignored by Christian accounts due to a doctrinal bias of religious
creeds leaving the misunderstanding of a "good Friday" death, and a Sunday Easter as only one and a half
days.
The Jewish day begins and sundown rather than the Roman tradition of sunrise, thus the word "Dawn" in
the Greek is mistranslated as being a Sunday sunrise Resurrection rather than a Saturday Dusk at the
beginning of the Jewish day at evening. The further accounts of Talmudic records show that the weeks
events had the Jewish celebration of First Fruits of Barley on the sunset of that Roman Saturday when
another earth quake had occurred. The Messianic Jewish perspective lends to a more factual series of
events cleansing it of doctrinal bias found in mistranslated texts that removed
historical accounts free from denominational bias. The Messianic Jewish Apologist
contends that these types of usage of doctrinal preconceptions prevent proper
biblical translations free of biased influences that can be eradicated with a more
literal interpretation from a Hebrew or Jewish perspective of New Testament texts.
The primary construct of factual accounts of scripture and history without
interjecting doctrine from a biased source is the goal of nondenominational
Messianic apologetics.

Biblical Texts and Talmud
In recent years apologists for a more Hebrew perspective such as Daniel W
Merrick, PhD have suggested in works like "Traditions Vs His Great Name" [5] that
the biblical account in prophesy given by Christ himself in John 3:14 "And as Moses lifted up the serpent in
the wilderness, even so must the Son of man be lifted up" KJV [[2]], lends a Messianic understanding that
the T-shaped cross was a fabrication of the Roman Catholic Church to appease converts from pagan
worship of Apollo and Mithra. When these texts are cross matched with Torah writings we find an
understanding of the Greek "stauros" is found in the Hebrew word used in Numbers 21:7-9 "Therefore the
people came to Moses, and said, We have sinned, for we have spoken against the LORD, and against
thee; pray unto the LORD, that he take away the serpents from us. And Moses prayed for the people. And
the LORD said unto Moses, Make thee a fiery serpent, and set it upon a pole: and it shall come to pass,
that every one that is bitten, when he looketh upon it, shall live. And Moses made a serpent of brass, and
put it upon a pole, and it came to pass, that if a serpent had bitten any man, when he beheld the serpent of
brass, he lived." KJV. In this passage the Hebrew word "  " נסfor "pole" is Nace, Strong's number H5251,
shows the direct relationship to the Greek for Stake, σταυρός "stauros", Strong's number G4716 which
leaves little room for doubt in theological terms as that the English translations of these words as "Cross"
are bias translations to align with the translators doctrine and religious influences. A Pole and Stake are the
same thing but the added cross beam is associated with the symbolic icon of ancient Tammuz worship. The
Talmud record of charges and account given by the High Priests of the Temple in Jerusalem at the time
show from the work of restored versions of the Jerusalem Talmud the clear usage of the word "Nace"
stating "Yahsha (Jesus) was hung on a pole [ ]נסon the eve of Passover" Jerusalem Talmud [[3]] 31 CE. Dr

Peter Williams and Dr David Instone Brewer in conjunction with Tyndale House had through computer
image enhancement restored the Talmudic account previously blotted out by order of the Catholic Church
in order to grant license for copyright publication of the stolen text during the captivity of the Jewish people
in 70AD where these records were taken to Rome by Emperor Titus. The license was granted to Jewish
publications of the Jerusalem Talmud account of the council of the High Priests after the removal of the text
proving that the cross was not how Jesus was executed. In short, the combined biblical text would read "as
Moses lifted up the serpent on a pole in the wilderness, even so or in the same manor Jesus would be
lifted up on a pole". Messianic and Hebraic followers of the New Covenant along with apologists for a literal
biblical view would contend that the writings of Eusebius of Constantine's account at the Milvian Bridge [[4]]
having an early version without a vision of the PhiRoe or Chi-rho [[5]] and Cross, gave more than valid
reason to pause for further research of the addition of the cross with the added beam in the shape of the
letter "T". In the original account of Eusebius in 310 CE the vision of Constantine was not recorded in the
official record. It was not until 325 CE at a party of the Bishops when the church of Rome first formed, that
an additional account of the vision of the PhiRoe was added. The official Roman Catholic Church records
show that the Cross in the present "T" shape was not voted by the cardinals as "infallible" until 1675 CE at
which time the Pope was also pronounced as being the"Vicar of Christ" or the literal voice of Christ on the
earth by Church doctrine. [6]
Simcha Jacobovici also known as the Naked Archaeologist recently did a documentary on the formation of
modern Christianity by Constantine showing the the actual records of the vision of the Milvian bridge, and
other archaeological evidence in the Arch of Constantine, proved that the modern version of doctrine
contained in the Roman religion were adaptations derived from Mithra worship revealed in this History
Channel expose'. [7] In this documentary account, Simcha Jacobovici shows that the Arch of Constantine
still standing in Rome, has no cross or Chi-Rho on it at all. The symbols and icons on the Arch of
Constantine were proven along with other archaeological evidence to be directly tied to a mixture of
Mithraism and Gnostic christian doctrines which were crafted into a new form of Christianity that elevated
worship of Constantine in place of Christ.

Literal Interpretation
The Literal interpretation of the texts from a whole bible perspective lend understanding that a "Pole" or
Stake was used for the implement of Christ's death rather than a "Cross" in that the original texts of
scripture use the Greek word Starous rather that Taurous or TAU-RHO. Nor does the text use the word PHI
RHO, or CHI RHO, and the phonetic roots in the Etymology of the word study shows that the root STAY or
STA in the Greek is a root of the English usage of the word STRAIGHT meaning a STRAIGHT STAKE.
Phonetic word studies also show that the word Mis-Stake became the word Mistake in the puritan
discovery of the Catholic doctrines which they had escaped by coming to America, had "Missed the Stake"
and replaced it with a Cross in the shape of the T-shape.

Holy Days Vs Holidays
The works of Dr Merrick and other Hebrew Roots and Messianic Evangelistic outreach directed at Jewish
believers in Messiah as Yahushua or Jesus, holds that the Catholic replacements of the Jewish Holy Days
of Leviticus Chapter 23 with Pagan Ishtar or Easter worship, and other Christian days such as Halloween
and Christmas are in fact biblical and doctrinal errors from the original literal texts of scriptures. The
Messianic Jew believes that the account given in scriptures in the Gospels that Christ kept Passover, and
did not keep the Roman Easter Pagan celebrations, as well as other accounts of the writings of Paul that
state that he kept the Passover, Weekly Sabbath, and the Feast of Weeks, show a antisemitic perspective
of a Jewish Messiah contained in the prevailing doctrines of modern Christian denominations.

Publications
Among Dr Merrick's writings and books include a "Messianic Haggadah" for Passover celebration, "A Brief
history of Messianic Jewish Faith", "Traditions VS His Great Name", "His Great Name", "Goy Veh I'm
Jewish", "Merrick" the history and genealogy of the Merrick Ancestry, "Tow Daniels", "Knocking Doors",
"Aliyah" a collection of songs written by Dr Merrick, "Faith The Quest", and several translations of the Bible
and Torah. Dr Merrick also published a book on Economics and investment entitled "Instructions To Money;
From Welfare To Millionaire" with Outskirts Press. His books are available on Amazon and in book stores

world wide. Dan's publishing company is Eternal Light & Power Company (ASCAP) for music and books.
Dan has a collection of over 40 books, music and bible scriptures translations published at Amazon.com

Bible Vs Religion
Dr Merrick's doctrinal thesis is that all religions, dogmas, and doctrines of organized sects of men are in
fact all "Babylon Mystery Religion" as prophesied in Revelation chapter 17 - 18 in the Bible. Since all
doctrines of men are not the pure doctrine of Yah God, YHWH, Mark 7:7, we should not teach such
doctrines as if they were factual when such divisions are opposed to scripture in context 1Cor 1:13. Dr
Merrick teaches that a worship group should remain non-sectarian within a biblical community in
congregations that hold no creed but the biblical texts. To teach that Messiah or Christ intended a division
of sects and denominations outside organized institutions is also seen in the first groups who held to the
first century Messianic communities in Asia and the Middle East. The idea of Apologetic works that escape
all doctrinal influence including the modern Jewish, Christian, and Protestant religions to remove all icons,
idols, and man made practices of worship is found in Torah in Exodus Chapter 20 with the giving of the Law
in the second commandment to have no idols.

Linguistic Progressions
Dr Merrick has shown in his work that historical and archaeological evidences show a direct relationship
between icons and idols within religions that show their origins in ancient pagan practices in contrast to
original Torah and historical context: "It is easy to find sources that verify idols within religions, yet when we
find points in time with archaeology that shows when these icons were adopted, we find linguistic clues of
phonetic roots of word usage align with practice of worship, revealing a pattern of doctrinal influences on
the development of religions". Dr Merrick contends that icons in history influence linguistic and religious
progressions within cultures as each adoption of terms is migrated to the next culture and society. An
example is the Chaldean word Baal which was shortened from the Semitic word Beelzebub which is a word
used in the Old Testament for Satan. From that word the word El and Al came into the Hebrew and Aramaic
languages for which Elohim and Allah were derived as titles for 'A Deity' which English renders as God,
Gods, and Lord. Unger's Bible Dictionary page 131 states that the word Baal and LORD are directly related
to each other as does Strong's Concordance. In the original Texts the words found in the King James
Version of the Bible 1611 CE and the major edit in 1634 CE, the words for GOD and LORD are capitalized
to decrepit Hebrew variations of the words H3068 and H3069 as Yahuweh and YahuWah from the
Phonetician Paleo Hebrew. The same changes are found in the translation to English where the name
Joshua and Jesus are invented for the same name that is used in Hebrew H3467, H3442, and H3091 as
Yahsha, Yahushua, and Yahoshuwah phonetics of the name of Joshua the son of Nun who succeeded
Moses and the name of the Messiah Jesus. These progressions broke linguistic rules of Transliteration of
Nouns. Personal names should never be translated, but transliterated into the new language as a sound or
phonetic. When this law was broken by translators, new names were made, or some words which were not
names were not translated in biblical texts. For example if we translate the name Daniel it means "God is
my Judge". Since it is a name, it should be sounded out in equal letter values for the pronunciation of the
name. In Ancient Hebrew found on the map today in Iraq is the name of Daniel as Al Daniyah Iraq. We can
then see that the cross progression of linguistics changed the sound of Dani-YAH to Dani-El in the era of
Chaldean captivity of the Hebrew people in Babylon linked to the location of the prophet Daniel with his
home town named for his original Hebrew name Daniyah which contains the name of YAHWAH in it's short
form H3050 Yah. By following the historical record and the linguistic trails doctrinal progressions tied to the
formation of Idols, icons, and Language can reveal the interjection of the surrounding
religious cultures which progressed into modern religions and doctrines.

Original Hebrew Faith
The Messianic Apologetic works have culminated into a prophetic view of scripture that
holds to a pure form of restoration to the original language as given in Zep 3:9 in the
bible. The goal is to allow a spiritual experience without the external material objects of
worship made by man. The recovery of the Name of the Creator, the Messiah, and
freedom from icons, idols, and doctrines or creeds that brings one to a pure restoration
of the original laws of Torah and works of evangelism of the first century Messianic
believers. This restoration movement in concept holds that idealistic belief that when

Rev 18:4 says come out of Babylon Mystery Religion, that it is a message for all to form a personal
relationship with the creator and Messiah in a gathering of worship in Spirit and Truth John 4:23 . The
outward doing should be motivated by the inward relationship with Yah God, and thereby a new spiritual
nation of Israel is formed to complete the Kingdom and work of Messiah. Thus followers of Messianic
Hebrew Faith are joining a spiritual Israel inside which allows the inside relationship of worship to allow
obedience to the original laws of Torah and a morally pure life free from religious gestures and objects of
matter (stone, wood, metals) to attach to worship. The absence of material objects directs worship toward
the personage of God in his Name only and free from other earthly constructs of doctrine and creeds which
are not found in biblical texts. This literal view of scripture interpretation excludes organizational religious
groups where sects and denominations divide the unity of the One Faith conceptualized in the letter of Paul
to the Ephesians where Paul writes there is one Faith, one God, One Spirit, and One Messiah. In part this
non-denominational or unity view of believers in Messiah are based in part in the work of Watchman Nee in
his book about the 7 Churches in Rev. 2 & 3 "The Orthodoxy of the Church" Living Streams Publication,
with the central idea of the congregations being being only separated by location. The One Faith being only
in different cities, such as Rome, Corinth, Philadelphia, and such, have only proximity differences and
would not be under any new authority or earthly rule as those found in Religious organizations with Popes,
Rabbis, Pastors, Ministers, and Bishops who establish rules and creeds not found in scripture.

Nicolaitan Doctrine
Rev 2:6 But this thou hast, that thou hatest the deeds of the Nicolaitans, which I
also hate. Rev 2:15 So hast thou also them that hold the doctrine of the
Nicolaitans, which thing I hate. G3531 Νικολαΐΐτης From G3532; a Nicolaite, that
is, adherent of Nicolaus: - Nicolaitane. victorious over the people; In the root of
the word Nicolaitan, is Nico meaning Clergy and Laitan, the root word for the
Laity or common people. Messianic understanding is that the replacement of
Christ with an earthly Clergy in authority with absolute rule over the doctrine and
creed of the common people is hated by Messiah. The alternative is an five fold
ministry of the body by elders with Christ as the only head and high priest over
the congregations or bodies of worship. Heb_4:14-15 Seeing then that we have a
great high priest, that is passed into the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us
hold fast our profession. For we have not an high priest which cannot be touched
with the feeling of our infirmities; but was in all points tempted like as we are, yet
without sin. 1Ti_2:5 For there is one God, and one mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus;.
This view of non-structured worship lead by inspiration of the Holy Spirit rather than set formats by doctrinal
exclusions from creeds of men in Churches and Synagogues, allows for a free expression of the worship
experience without constraints of man made liturgy.

Faith Without Rabbinics
Rev 3:9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but do
lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee. Rom
2:28-29 For he is not a Jew, which is one outwardly; neither is that circumcision, which is outward in the
flesh: But he is a Jew, which is one inwardly; and circumcision is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in
the letter; whose praise is not of men, but of God.. The idea of Faith unorganized into a fellowship of
believers outside the traditional constructs of the Church or Synagogue is a recent development of the last
50 years beginning with the Jesus Movement in the 1960s. The Messianic or Jewish believer along with the
Gentile being grafted into the nation of Israel as a spiritual people resulted with the advent of the Baptism of
the Holy Spirit in informal meetings and prayer groups during this era. Many aspects have come from this
movements such as modern Praise and Worship music, and popularized media outlets in music, film, and
books which have benefited the organized denominations as well as non-denominational groups. Since the
Messianic biblical view is that all believers are in fact grafted into Israel as a spiritual people of Yahuah,
YHWH, God, the absence of their joining into their non-denominational groups would not exclude them
from the eternal inheritance in that rabbinical and clergy are already replaced with Christ and the Holy
Spirit. Eventually all would be restored at Christ's coming into the correct fold of the one true faith. In such a
unconventional fellowship, the need for Rabbinical determination of adding to scripture rules, laws, and
practices not already revealed is not recognized as valid allowable actions and the separation of those who

are worshiping in Spirit and Truth will be done at the coming of Christ. The wheat and the weeds or sheep,
goats, and wolves will be separated from the righteous upon the return of Christ, therefore the traditions of
men and religions are eliminated from the body of true believers in the move of restoration of the perfect
will of Yahuah God. This view holds that the universal culmination of idol worship religions is condemned by
scripture and therefore the congregations should be set apart from joining into organized religions that do
not hold to the original commandments of God to not have any idols or icons. Deu_12:30 Take heed to
thyself that thou be not snared by following them, after that they be destroyed from before thee; and that
thou enquire not after their gods, saying, How did these nations serve their gods? even so will I do likewise.
Deu 4:16-19 Lest ye corrupt yourselves, and make you a graven image, the similitude of any figure, the
likeness of male or female, The likeness of any beast that is on the earth, the likeness of any winged fowl
that flieth in the air, The likeness of any thing that creepeth on the ground, the likeness of any fish that is in
the waters beneath the earth: And lest thou lift up thine eyes unto heaven, and when thou seest the sun,
and the moon, and the stars, even all the host of heaven, shouldest be driven to worship them, and serve
them, which YHUAH thy ALMIGHTY hath divided unto all nations under the whole heaven. Due to
Rabbinical Jewish doctrines in both Messianic denominations and orthodox sects, like Christian sects,
Rabbinical dissertation is not needed in the Eldership structure of the Five Fold Ministry given in the New
Testament.
Eph 4:11-14 And He Himself gave some as emissaries, and some as prophets, and some as evangelists,
and some as shepherds and teachers for the perfecting of the set-apart ones, to the work of service to a
building up of the body of the Messiah, until we all come to the unity of the belief and of the knowledge of
the Son of Elohim, to a perfect man, to the measure of the stature of the completeness of Messiah, so that
we should no longer be children, tossed and borne about by every wind of teaching, by the trickery of men,
in cleverness, unto the craftiness of leading astray,[8]

Torah Law as a Standard of Sanctification
The Biblical standards of Righteousness and sanctification requires that one after salvation does not return
to the sinfulness of their old life. Therefore the moral code of the Ten Commandments become the basic
outline from which a Torah Observant life may be maintained by the law written on the Heart Jer. 31; Gal. 5

Public Media Appearances
Dr. Merrick appeared on Cornerstone Christian Television in Pittsburgh PA in the early 1990s on "His Place"
as a noted Military Officer in objection to the "Don't ask, Don't Tell" policy of the Clinton Administration as a
commentator on changes in US ARMY policy to "Gays in the Military". He also appeared on several TV and
Radio interviews concerning Messianic beliefs and doctrine, Finance and investment, and Government
policies in support of US Troops. See his appearance on CTV "I'm Just Sayin" with Pastor Dan Willis at
Dr Dan on I'm Just Sayin on Total Christina Television network (See also Dr Merrick's Bio).

Noted Discoveries
Dr. Daniel Merrick is most noted for his discovery of the Aleph and Tav in
connections with the superimposed early Hebrew letters of the
Tetragrammaton of four sacred letters of the name of G-d YHUH or YHWH.
In his books and online videos, Dr Dan shows how the four letters line up to
form a menorah and the name of Yah that has the appearance of a man
hanging on a pole as Messiah died. John 3:14 and Numbers 21:7-9. The
works also show with evidence in his book "Cross VS Truth" that the
documented evidence proves that the man most people mistakenly call
Jesus was in fact Yahshua and that he did not die on a Cross in the shape
of a T. In his film "The Mystery of the Aleph and Tav" Dr. Merrick outlines
the actual shape of the name and shows a correlation to the Seven Feasts
of Leviticus 23 and the only symbol of the Congregation of Yah, the Menorah 7
branched lampstand with the doctrines of Revelation and Collosians as a
"Shadow of things to come" being typology of the original 7 feasts in Torah.

BIOGRAPHY:
Dan Merrick was born in 1958 in Cleveland Ohio. Not long after birth,
Daniel was injured which resulted in his not being able to speak until
the age of 5. He attended Longfellow Elementary School on the east
side. Dan's Mom was a famous LOWES girl in the 1940's and worked
for Mildred and Fusmith Advertising as an artist and model. She was
born in Indiana Pennsylvania and went to school with the famous
Jimmy Stewart. So Dan grew up at many meet and greets with some
of the greatest stars of the silver screen era gone by. Dan's Mom
affectionately know to her Hollywood friends as 'Lolly', past away in
1998.
Danny attended Collinwood High School where he was in the Top 20 singers and a member
of a band at church entitled the 'Teen Revivers'. The group opened for many famous gospel
music groups such as the Singing Rambo's and sang at several evangelistic meetings and
church events. Dan taught himself the Guitar and later learned how to play the piano. He
worked with Ralph Delany at the Collinwood Arts Center and developed a summer music
project to help inner-city kids to form groups to perform across the city.
While in high school, Dan attended London Bible College and completed his degree in Bible
Missions in 1976. Dan graduated from high school a year earlier in 1975 having completed
his diploma in 3 years instead of the usual 4. Dan was always a dreamer and became well
known as an impressionist and voice talent. In 1977 Dan graduated from the Nashville School
Of Broadcast Technique which was then known as the Ohio School Of Broadcast Technique.
Dan completed the Broadcast Announcing and Production course and received his FCC 3rd
Class Broadcast endorsed license.
Dan worked with several local radio stations and held a few different jobs
before joining the US Army in 1979. While in the Army Dan completed his
basic training at Fort Dix in New Jersey and moved on to Aberdeen Proving
Grounds for advanced training. There Dan received Solider of the month
and graduated at the top of his class with a letter of commendation from BG
Stalings. After a tour in Germany and traveling around Europe while serving
with 155th HEM (Heavy Equipment Maintenance) he completed his
Bachelor degree in Psychology at Cleveland State University. Dan was
commissioned an officer in 1982 and went to Fort Knox for training. While at
Fort Knox Kentucky Dan attended the University of Louisville, Kentucky
University, and served with the 107th CAV and the 123rd Armor in the 35th
Infantry Division. Dan got his Masters Degree in Vocational Education and Curriculum
Development at the University of Louisville at Fort Knox Extension. Dan attended ADT (Active
Duty Training) in the Armor Cavalry Officers Basic and Advanced courses while in Kentucky.
Dan served in the US ARMY on Active Duty and in the Reserve and National Guard as S4
Maintenance Officer, S2 Battalion Intelligence Officer, Platoon Leader, Company Commander,
and in the Ready Reserve as an adviser to President George W Bush. Dan;s Total time in
service was from Oct. 1979 to April 1993 with duty stations at Fort Dix, Aberdeen Proving
Grounds MD, Fort Knox, Fort Lewis WA, Fort Hood TX, and K-town Germany with additional
Top Secret duties in special operational missions in non-special forces units. While in service
in 1990 Dan was ordained a minister with the UCCMA (United Christian Church and
Ministerial Association) and served as a elder and evangelist with a local church in

Elizabethtown Kentucky. Dan has also taken the Command Sargent Major's course and War
College course while in service. Dan is the 3rd in his family to Mustang from Enlisted NCO to
Commissioned Officer the first being Major George Merrick Civil War and second being 1LT
Robert W Merrick O6E-SFC OSS INF. his father in World War II. (O6 OSS acting Field Rank)
After Desert Storm, Dan went into recovery for service connected injuries he had while in the
service and to spite Doctors belief to the contrary, Dan was able to walk again. During
rehabilitation, Dan got his PhD in Biblical Linguistics and Iconology in 1992 from the Hebrew
Institute for Yahudim Biblical Studies. Dan's injuries were causing him a great deal of pain and
he was forced into the welfare system waiting for military benefits. After struggling for almost a
decade, Dan and his wife Olga started RDJ Catalog, Inc. as a direct sales business. Dan got
the idea from his Dad's sales jobs on the side since Dan was a little boy. Robert Merrick, a
World War II veteran, past away in 2000 and Dan took his company to great heights doing
motivational teaching, consulting, and selling.
Dan started the company with only $583.00 in Social Security benefits and $10.00 in food
stamps. Today RDJ Catalog, Inc. has grown to a million dollar gross worth company. As the
CEO, Dan still continues to work as a media consultant with expert appearances on Lifetime
Network as a successful investor and on Radio and TV. Dan has also appeared at several
corporate events as a key note motivational speaker.
Dan's Book 'Instructions To Money: From Welfare To Millionaire'
published on Outskirts Press has been rated 5 stars by Midwest
Book Reviews and on Amazon.Com Dan is also an ASCAP
licensed music publisher and song writer. In 2006 Dan's Radio
show was syndicated on CRN & NRN entitled 'Instructions To
Money' after his book. As a HR consultant, Dan was #1 in sales as
a trainer with ABE, S&F, CT Engineering, and HMI, all Fortune 500
companies. (Left Dan on Lifetime
Network Television Dave DelDotto "Go For Your Dreams")
Dan has received the Ronald Regan Business Achievement Metal from the US Congress and
served on the President's Council on Small Business. Dan's motivational speeches and
provocative inspirational stories seem to bring a new light on the business and economic
environment that has created a demand for his insights into unique prospective on modern
corporate Americana. His sales and motivational presentations have riveted and entertained
audiences with profound relevance of achievement science.
Dan also is a media news technical advisor on military affairs and operations. As the
President of RDJ Catalog, Inc. Dan inspires others as a consultant on business, investment,
real estate, motivation, sales, and achievement.
In 2005 Dan downsized RDJ Catalog Inc. and transferred
operational sales and marketing to an online business in
conjunction with Amazon.Com for publishing and sales
operations. Dan's began work in weekly radio broadcasts of his
Messianic Jewish Faith with "FAITH RADIO" which was
syndicated world wide on AM and FM affiliated stations and on
WRBG 99.5 FM in Millsboro Delaware, KPJC 1220 AM and
also on WYHW FM. His online ministry social network and

fellowship is at www.YahsSpace.org
Dan is the president of the Merrick Foundation Org a family history and genealogy foundation
formed by family members of the M620 Codex family members to preserve and educate the
community about the Merrick family ancestors and history. Dan proposed and published a
paper in 1993 on the idea of Genetic Genealogy and the possible means of tracking missing
historical links and family through DNA research on the Foundation web site a
www.MerrickFoundation.Org. In the last decade Family Tree DNA was born out of those
founding ideas seeded into the academic community and Dan has used their services in
genetic genealogical research to publish history and discoveries made by this new field of
scientific method of ancestry. Dan also had an appearance in the PBS film "Smethport Our
Home Town." talking about local pioneer history and genealogy.
Dan has authored or translated many ancient documents and published Bible versions based
on his work in the filed of ancient and paleo languages. His books on Messianic Apologetics,
History, Genealogy, and Biblical topics are available in every bookstore world wide and on
Amazon.com and his web site at www.YahBible.com
Dan has been elected President of the local chapter of the General
James Potter Chapter of the National Society of Sons of the American
Revolution having 47 documented family members who fought in the
Revolutionary War for the United States of America. Other memberships
include the MOAA where he is the present membership officer, AUSA,
American Legion, Mayflower Family Society, ROA, DAV, Tioga and
Mckean County Historical Society, and AMVETS. As an author and
publisher, Dan's work includes his family military history, ancient document translations and
research, and genetic genealogy as well as iconic paleo formations of translations and their
phonetic roots and symbology. "Captain Dan The Cavarly Man" as he is known as by his
listeners on international Radio is also a member of the Army Historical foundation working on
the National Museum of the United States Army to raise funds to build the Museum in
Arlington Virginia where his family's service history has been preserved in the records and
memorials in stone at this museum. Dr Dan is presently working on a translation of the biblical
texts and continuing FIATH RADIO weekly broadcasts on Anchor FM. As President of the
Merrick Foundation, Dan's work encompasses the Historical reproductions of Meyrick Family
Texts, genealogical research and genetic DNA heraldry through FTDNA.
As an advocate for Messianic Jewish Biblical Faith, Dan is noted for his discoveries in the
embedded code found in scriptures with the Sacred Name of God the Tetragrammaton. In his
book "His Great Name", Dr Dan has revealed the discovery of a coded message from YHWH
God about the plan of salvation and prophetic messages about the end of days.
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BOOKS MUSIC AND PUBLISHED WORKS OVER 26,000 SOLD AMAZON.COM
Eternal Light and Power Company Publishing (ASCAP) Merrick / Meyrick Foundation Books,
translations and works; Curriculumvitae : By Daniel W. Merrick PhD - CYMG UCCMA 501(C)(3)
The Book of Daniyah
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08WK6SKM3
Merrick Genealogy 2021
https://www.lulu.com/en/us/shop/daniel-w-merrick-phd/merrick-genealogy-2021/paperback/product4dvnyd.html?page=1&pageSize=4
Meyrick ~ Myrick ~Merrick Family of Bodorgan Anglesey Wales
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08WJZC1RW
Judith and Esther
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08W77KZFH
Tobit – Odes and Psalms of Solomon
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08VYLNXQB
JOHN MERRICK A Biographical Sketch
Founder of "Black Wall Street"
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08VBS41ZC
The Royal Ancestors of Merrick - Kindle
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08V8FKL1Y
The Royal Ancestors of Merrick - Paperback
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08VYR29G3
Jubilee Calendar of Yah
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08SH89NXC
Hebrew Matthew
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B088BJLM77
Babylon Mystery Religion
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1523432926
The Art of Destruction
https://www.amazon.com/dp/153349858X
Ancestors of Daniel W Merrick PhD
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08V8FKL1Y
YAHUAH Bible
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1495425649
Cross vs Truth
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1519208383
Messianic Haggadah
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1475049781
Two Daniels
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1484900286
Reasons To Believe
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1519100574
The Ordinary Supernatural Life
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1517630886

Yah Bible
https://www.amazon.com/dp/144953533X
What Is His Name
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1518633684
Shem Tov's Hebrew Matthew
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1517778506
The Isiah Prophesies
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1517716470
Wisdom of Solomon
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1517747910
Susanna and the False Witness
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1517741831
Hashem Halakhah
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1508703353
Book of Enoch
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1507859724
Maccabees (complete)
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1508504717
Traditions vs His Great Name
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1496124790
His Great Name
https://www.amazon.com/dp/149490506X
YAHUAH Torah
https://www.amazon.com/dp/148392615X
Faith The Quest
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1456464892
Knockin Doors
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1453747753
A Brief History of Messianic Jewish Faith
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1453763708
Story of Myricks
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1522755934
Merrick History
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1477659382
Goy Veh I'm Jewish
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1479107948
Kahmari Disposni
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1518796915
Royal DNA of Meyrick
https://www.amazon.com/dp/198125062X
Genealogy of Merrick, Myrick ... 1902
George Byron Merrick
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1522761659
Old Times on the Upper Mississippi
George Byron Merrick
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08T5QSK1S
Instructions to Money
https://www.amazon.com/dp/145373774X
Merrick REESA
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1494843668
Sir Up and Sir Down
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1453887601
Aliyah music CD (ASCAP)
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B003Y05YF4

AMerrickA (Family Only) [Direct order from Dan.]
ISBN-13: 978-1501050527
ISBN-10: 1501050524
BISAC: Reference / Genealogy
The Descendants of the Combined families of Merrick, Redfield, Trout, Chapman, Fox, Baker, Hoff, Robins,
Fitzsimmons, Holden, Bush and Sloan. A collection of the remembrance of Providence that guided our
ancestors. From Kings and Queens came rebels and patriots that made us what and who we are today. For
our Grandchildren that they may remember. (Full color family photos) $48.95 plus $20 Shipping
NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION.
FAITH RADIO WEEKLY
https://anchor.fm/FaithRadio
Book, Genealogy, news, social and Ministry Sites
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Dr. Dan Broadcasts from his office "FAITH RADIO"

Contact Information:
Rev. CPT. Daniel W Merrick PhD, USAR Armor RET.

Pastor- Congregation Yahshua Messiah Gathering - UCCMA
858 Route 446
Smethport, PA 16749-1533
(814) 887-5895 Home
(814) 598-1447 Mobile
Email: faith@penn.com
SKYPE: CaptDanTheCavalryMan
http://twitter.com/DanielWMerrick
http://www.facebook.com/DanielWMerrick
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